
A Daily
Meditation
Practice
part 1

Setting Up

cleaning the room

Serlingpa's
lineage

dirt out, stains out

obscurations to
knowledge

obscurations to
omniscience

alter set-up

guru or text above

Buddha in center

Stupa at Buddha's
left side

Texts at Buddha's
right side

deities

water offerings

containers

symbolism

cool - pure ethics
delicious - enjoy
delicious food
light - mind and
body become fit
soft - gentle
mind-stream
clear - clear mind

odorless - purify
karmic obscurations
easy - pleasant

speech
kind - free of illness

how to offer

pouring
setting
wiping

mindfulness

Preliminary
Motivation

immediate

causal

Lam Rim Outline
4 Thoughts &

Bodhicitta

Prostrations

visualization Buddhas

10 Directions
35 or 8
Shakyamuni Buddha

all holy objects

mantra

meaning?
increase of merit
visualization

procedure and
meaning

texts

3 Heaps
Bodhisattva's
confession

mudra

symbolism

Guru
Shakyamuni

Prayer

guru
founder

Bhagavan
Tathagata

Arhat
perfectly

completed buddha
glorious conqueror
Shakyamuni Buddha
prostrate, offerings,

refuge
blessings

Purifying
the Place

Blessing the
Offerings

bless
multiplies

The Power
of Truth

taking the seat
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Visualization of
the Buddha

throne

lions

8 Bodhisattva's

8 riches
(powers of
Buddha)

4 fearlessness

lotus

sun

moon

Buddha

body

face

head
crown ornament

forehead

hair

eyes

lips

limbs

right hand

left hand

vajra posture

throat

belly

light beams
web of light

going, coming

robes

Higher ethics

Higher
concentration

Higher Wisdom

manifestation of
the omniscient

mind of the

Refuge
Meditation

Refuge Prayer

Refuge
Visualization

purification

development

guidance

Bodhicitta
Meditation

Four
Immeasurable

Thoughts

boundless

equanimity

love

compassion

joy

additional

aspiration

prayer

altruism

petition

Special
Bodhicitta

to enter the paths
of tantra

The Seven-Limb
Prayer

Benefit

crown protrusion
control over

sense objects
and wealth

complete
abandonment of

the 2 obscurations
charismatic body

long life
voice of a Buddha

all qualities of
a Buddha

Remedy

pride
greed,

miserliness
3 poisons

envy, jealousy
disparaging lama
bereft of dharma

anger and
selfishness

Mandala
Offering
Benefits

Long mandala

legend

base

1st ring

2nd ring

3rd ring

Short Mandala
mudra

meaning
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Prayer of the
Three Great

Purposes

cessation of all wrong
conceptions while on the path

correct realizations
of all path subjects

pacification of all obstacles

inner

outer

secret

Requests
Guru

Buddha

Lineage lama's

The Graded
Path to

Enlightenment
14 verses

reliance upon the lama

3 verses on the lower scope

2 verses on the middle scope

6 verses on the great scope

2 verses of requesting prayer

Request to
Descend to the

Crown
Visualization

Mantra
Recitation

Meaning

Visualization

Absorption
Visualization

Rejoicing

Dedications
Bodhicitta

Emptiness


